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Between analysis and experience.
 Layers of discarded, anxious occupations. 
  Lethal doubt within a toxic commons. 
 Fragments of stolen text. 
    Columns 
     into 
     mushrooms. 
  Found and unfounded by Guest, Riggs.

    ‘In Australia, 
 I have stood looking over the valley and suddenly 

seen the cloudlike formation      
  of the chemical ether 
  outlining with a wide band all the   
  trees and shrubs …     
 These things cannot be seen by the at present 
normal eye. One not trained standing by does not 
see these things at all.’
   — Marion Mahony Griffin

‘Clouds contain everything that the architecture 
once was. Contact and trace     drift  apart 
with the wind.’
    — Forensic Architecture 
 
  I push the pram through 
  a fog of vacant shop fronts in 
  The Capitol arcade.
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 ‘… the Hoddle Grid of 1837 ignored topography… 
 half-acre plots divided and sold averaging just over 
£35 an acre. All buyers were required to erect a 
permanent (brick) building worth at least £50 within 
one year of purchase.’ 

  ‘An instantaneous city as a result.’

Up the lift 
– warm updraft –

 into The Capitol’s foyer. 
 
 ‘The grid created putrid, flooded streets. 
  A law was passed in 1853 
requiring those in low-lying areas to bury
       their homes 
 – some rebuilt above the new levels, 
scavenging rubbish 
 and bartering for road off-cuts to use as fill.’

    It’s empty except for an 
employee vacuuming the new 
carpet, whose yellow, orange, 
red, green and black arrows 

seem too bright, too busy, too 
new. Imaginary dust.
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‘In 1894 
Lucas   opened  the Town Hall Café 
at 109–113 Swanston Street … spanning two floors, 
the cafe serviced over five hundred diners at any 
one time.’

 Inside The Capitol theatre, a ‘disco-not-
disco’ song reverberates in the

 suspended
atmosphere.

‘She was a woman of 
ambition

She had goals; she had 
vision

She knew the boys who got the 
cheque – 
     Who put the sparkles 
     on 
     that
     neck.’
     

‘Jim “Whelan the Wrecker”
   – the “most destructive man in 

Melbourne” – demolished Lucas’s Café to 
make way for The Capitol. 

    While excavating they 
uncovered the remains of a picket fence 
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  and portion of an old corduroy track …  
    with the
    stump 
    of a
    chimney
    buried nearby.’

‘Pompei-like, in a minor sense.’

‘The picket fence was installed
in Whelan’s backyard … 
some of the corduroy track
carved into   heart-shaped serviette rings.’

The baby, 
bewildered and congested. 

Small coughs. 

I wear a mask to prevent aerosol spread.
 
‘In 1924, The Capitol opened, marked by a grand 
… screening of Cecil B. DeMille’s epic, The Ten 
Commandments ... an unsettling choice, given a 
recent structural 
    failure elsewhere in Swanston 

Street, coupled with the film’s … 
morality tale of a cathedral 

      collapsing
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because of a greedy contractor skimping on the 
cement ratio in his concrete.’

‘Concrete  in its plastic state can be molded to any 
fancy; in its final setting, reinforced with 
steel, it is stronger than granite … in The 
Capitol … the very roof of the theatre not 
resting on the walls beneath but 

      suspended.’
Just the two of us, 

enveloped 
in tessellating plaster crystals,

isolated 
from the concerns of the street. 

‘A reverie of [Griffin and Mahony’s] unrealized 
Canberra Capitol Building ...’; ‘A thousand projections 
like trimmed horizontal stalactites, thrust out 
symmetrically from the sides and the roof. Each 
speaks for the design and all speak in unison so 
that a chorus of units each like a regularized rock-
crystal makes a mighty, architectural chorus.’
 
 I relax into       
  one of the fold-
   down seats to breastfeed; 
    mammatus clouds 
      brew a milky storm. 
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‘In the 1960s … one of Melbourne’s first 
conservation campaigns … ensured that the upper 
part of the auditorium was retained … the foyer and  
stalls were 
  
  sacrificed 
   、
    for 
           a 
                   shopping 
                     arcade.’
 

My
frenzied 
letdown 

sprays
 onto the baby’s face 

as she pulls 

away.


